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Introduction
Since Sir John Bowring first

recorded these impressions of the central

plain of Thailand in the middle of the last, centuryr time has unalterably
changed the context of his account, though not entirely its accuracy. The

tferacious junglet which covered

mueh

of the lov7er central plain in

Bowring's time began to disappear under the plow of the Thai peasant farmer

in the latter decades of the last century. By 1900 the landscape had been
almost entirely converted to an intensive system of irrigated wet-padi
production for export. The establishrnent and growth of this eommercial

agricultural

economy has

resulted in this region becoming the most productive'

developed, and densely settled area of the country. The rapidly growing
Bangkok Metropolitan

Area, scarcely a shadow of itself

in Bowringrs time,

dominates this commercial agricultural and industrializing

landscape.

However,

the pivotal role of the tMeinamt or Chaophraya river and other natural and
made water\^lays

in this region has been diminished only recently.

man-

Over this

complex network flows padi, rice, malze, consumer staples, exotic fruits

and

vegetables, and an almost unending variety of goods and produce destined for
Bangkok and

other locations within the region. Sinee early in the 19th century

this inland waterway network has occupied a central position in the economic,
communications, and social interaction of the country. Boats of all shapes'

sizes, and functions have plied these waten^tays to carry agricultural produce
to Bangkok for export, to distribute food sLaples to the population,

and

to serve as the major cornrnunications and transport medium for the region.
Not until the immediate posL-war period did an expanding highway network,

urbanization, and dramatic shifts in government investments in land transport
1.
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network. Here we may turn to the flows of commodities in space and time,
patterns of directional movement in commodity shipment and distribution'

the

changing composition of trade and commodity shipment on the waterways, and

the links which may tie these patterns to settlements, productive activities '
and other locational or areal phenomena. By seeking to compare and identify
patterns, distributions,

and connectivities in both space and time we can

gain a fuller understanding of the dynamics of this system.
Four broad areas of pattern, distribution,

interest to us here. First, we explore

some

and process are of immediate

of the characteristics of the

inland waterway netr^rork related to its early development, its use for
trade and commodity flows, and constraints these characteristics impose
these activities.

Secondly, we turn to the composition of

on

local trade.

Here

our concern is with low-bulk, short-haul movements of consumer staples rather
than the shipment of high bu1k, long-haul movements of agricultural commodities,
construction aggregates, and timber. Specific attention will be focused on

six commodity categories typical of the loca1 trade process; wood-forest
products, consumer staples, fruit,

vegetables, fertilizers,

and miscellaneous

cargoes. Our exclusion of the high bulk agricultural commodities (padi, rice,
maize), construction aggregates (sand, stone, cement), and certain classes of
forest products is based on the assumption that these commodities are seldom
associated with the process of local trade. A third area of interest concerns

the types of participants in the local trade system. That is, who is involved
in local trade activi-ties, what do their activities

indicate about the

structure of trade and i-ts links to the local- economyr aod how do their
activities

fluctuate seasonally and spatially.

Finall-Yr we seek to incorporate

the various patterns and processes of local trade into a general model of
riverine trade dynamics.

The background for this study lies in an exlended period of research

in Thailand begun in 1966 by a team

composed

of personnel from the Department

of Geography, University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) and Thai colleagues from
the Apptied Scientific Research Corporation of Thailand located in

Bangkok.

The task defined in this project was to complete a comprehensive survey of

transport systems in Thailand. This included studies of the water, rail,

and

road transport industries which were completed in late L969. The data base

for this study comes from three primary sources: (1) a series of four censussurveys of trade and vessel movement on the inland waterways completed during

I966-L968 (2) over 500 interviews with owner-operators of vessels operating
on the inland water\nrays; and (3) lock-passage records collected during the
same

period at all navigation-irrigation

locks within the central plain.

This

aggregate data base was intended to provide the essential information upon
rtrhich an analysis of the structure, organization, and operations of inland

water transportation could be made.
It is evident from the foregoing comrrents that the data to be considered
here is not current, and may in some respects be seen as a historical rather
than contemporary record. To our knowledge this information represents the

only compreshensive survey of inl-and water transport and tiade to have been
completed in Thailand.l

llhile over ten years have passed since these materials

were collected, there are few substantive reasons which would lead us to

question the contemporary accuracy of the broader patterns outlined here.
tThe only other study completed on inland water transport in Thailand is a
survey dbne by the Harbour Department in 1964. Its primary concern was wi-th
measuring comgodity flows to and from Bangkok by vessel tyPe and commodity.
Much of this data is directly or indirectly incorporated in the study presented
here. (see, Thailand, Harbour Department, Survey of Inland WaterwjlJ-Iran-sportation, Central Rivers Basin, 1964. Bangkok: The National Economic Development
goard and The National Statistical Office (1966?)
1

There has most certainly been some continued erosion of the economic contribu-

tions of local trade, loss of commodities to the more competitive road transport
system, and even changes in the volumes of commodity flows.

Ilowever, we persist

in our belief that the broad structural outlines of local trade, the activities
of local traders, and the general patterns of comrnodity flows seasonally

and

spatially remain as representative today as they were almost. fifteen years
ago.

We

of coufser assume ful1 responsibility for any errors or misint.erpre-

tations which may exist in this study.

II.

The Inland Waterway NeEwork

Throughout the history of Thailand, water transportation has been

central factor in the development and coalescing of the kingdorn"

a

The

historical pattern of si-te selection for the Thai capital represents

a

persistent preference for locations along major waterways. Early capilals
at Chieng Mai and Sukhothai were located in the valleys and on the fertile
Rivers where crop cultivation and communica-

flood plains of the Ping and

Yom

tion was easier. With tine

the capital migrated southward into the central

plain, first

to Ayutthaya in 1350 and later to Thon Buri in L767. The present

capital at Bangkok is thus one of a long list of citi-es which the Thai

have

founded based on access to \rater transportation and related advantages it

provides for crop cultivation,

trade, and conmerce" Any thorough or critical

analysis of the development of the inland waterway network within the central
plain is well beyond the scope of our discussion here. However, a brief review
of

some

of the major features of this network and their historical significanc'e

may serve

to place our later

comments

in wider perspective.

Historieal Foundations
The complex sysLem of natural waterways and man-made canals which cover

the central plain with alrnost grid-like precision was not always as extensive
as they are today. As recently as the early lgth century' many of the larger
canals which are major transport arteries today had still
The relatively

not been excavated.

rapid growth of this network within the past 150 years has

therefore, been in response to a number of dramatic changes in Thailand.
While some disagreement still

the development of

some

persists surrounding the precise reasons for

canals, there is little

doubt that a combinalion of

economic, administrative, and trade factors were of importance. Bunnag (f967)

indicates that

some

of the early works of canal dredging and construction

done

in the 19th century rrere based on the need to insure stronger administrative
ties between the central- government in Bangkok and

some

outlying provincial

centers. The remission of t,ax receipts and adherenee to government policy in
some

of these peripheral provinces was apparently not ent,irely satisfactory

and encouraged canal development to insure greater compliance with tax and

civil policy.
Revenue generated from

inland trade on the \raterways was always a major

source of income for the government. As early as the Ayutthaya period the
government had an established system of land taxation and inland transit dues

(octv'oi) which \"/as most i-ntensively applied in the central plain (Wales, L934:
209>. Padi lands were classified for taxation purposes according to land
quality and the availability

of water for irrigation.

Land closer to the

major river channels and with better soils was taxed at a higher rate than
more distant land which depended priurarily on preci-pitation for crop production.

Inl-and transit dues or revenue collected from taxes on produce fl-owing from
these agri-cultural lands to the capital was a najor source of government income.
The maintenance and dregding of many of the smalLer canals which served these

padi l-ands probably aecounted for much of the early canal development in the
area from Ayutthaya northward.
By the rniddl-e decades of the 19th cenLury investments were beginning to
be made in canals for developmental as well as stragegic purposes. Johnston
(1976) consj-ders in some detail the impact of canal development on settlement
and land development in the area east of Bangkok. Since the government only
extended its administrative control over this region by the latter decades

of the 19th century it is probable that the canals built here served to aid
this development. Both Saen Saeb and Dan canals were dredged through the area
east of Bangkok to the Bang Pakong River in 1837 and may have served to

open

the area to settlement which did not begin in earnest until several
later.

Skinner also implies that civil

decades

unrest in Chachoengsao and Chantaburi

in L824 and 1848 may have spurred the need for the government to provj-de

more

direct access to the eastern margins of the plain for troop movements. Whatever the precise combination of reasons, canal developments in the area east

of Bangkok during the middle decades' of the last century undoubtably had

some

impact on settlement, land clearance, and commodity flows to the capital.

After lB50 eonsiderable attention began to be focused on expanding
cultivated area and aecessibility in the area west of the capital.
decades of the century corresporlded to a significant

The final

increase in area under-

cultivation to wet padi as the frontier of commereial agricultural spread
southward into the lower p1ain. One of the primary stimulants to this process
was the demand for rice created by the opening of the Thai economy to the

world market through trade treaties concluded in the 1850's. The process of

land reclamation and development which had initially

been supported by the

growth of sugar production along the Tachin River now became increasingly

sustained by the growth of r^ret padi cultivation.

In 1857 Mahasawat Canal was

eompleted as a link between the Chaophraya River north of Bangkok and the

Tachin River further west, the first

direct inland route between these

two

river systems. Land reclamation appears to also have been a major goal of
some

of the canal developments on the west bank of the Chaophraya during this

period. Tanabe (1978; 40-82) has shown that

rnany

of the lateral canals

and

secondary systems of feeder canals constructed in this area actually served

to reclaim and sub-divide land for settlement and cultivation.

As sugar cane

production declined in the 1860rs these new canals aided the conversion of

the area to intensive wet-padi cultivation.

The Damnoen Saduak and Phasicharoen

Canals which crossed this area in 1865 further improved communications between
Bankkok and the Maekhlong River, stimulated an increased flow of commodities

to the capital, and opened further land for setrlement and cultivation (Fig.
1). Where settlement and more intensive cash cropping had previously

been

confined to areas along the Maekhlong River by the lack of any more direct

route to the capital, these new canals encouraged the spread of settlement
and cash cropping inward along their channels. By the latter decades of the

19th century much of this newly opened land was increasingly devoted to

intensive cash cropping for the urban markets in Bangkok and Thon Buri.

The

major thrust of canal construcLion and waterway development during the last

half of the 19th cenLury had been Lo improve overall connectivity between the
various river systems, provide for better control and distribut-ion of water
for irrigating

the growing wet-padi lands, to accelerate the flow of

goods

and produce to the capital, and to increase government revenues from transit
taxes.
The growth of trade and commodity flows over this expanding network of

inland waterways appears to be associated with the increasing development of
a cash

economy based on

wet-padi production for export.

Some

trade had existed

for many years as part of the movement of agricultural surplus and revenues
to the capital.

However, it is likely

that these

movements were

primarily

uni-directional and litEle trade developed based on the small rural population
in the lower plain.

As settlements grew, more land became devoted to wet

padi agriculture and the volume and value of trade flow increased. The rapid
expansion of the population of Bangkok and Thon Buri after 1850 also began to

create a greater

demand

for basj-c food staples in the urban market.

The

development of areas of intensive cash cropping for the urban market along
many

of the canals west of the capital district

served to meet this urban

market demand. The expanding cornrnercial economy also increased the potential
market for consumer goods and basic food staples among the rural population.
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Chinese merchants from Bangkok and tradesmen assoeiated with the former tax

farming system were probably the first

to meet this demand. In the latter

decades of the 19th century there began to appear on the waterways in the

lower plain a group of itinerant trades, merchants, and middlemen who peddled
consumer goods, food

staples, loaned capital and extended credit' and bought

and sold padi and other agricultural

commodities (Skinner , Ig57; 84).

There

are no records to indicate the number of such Eraders, but it is likely that
they increased in number as the commercial wet-padi based economy overtook
the entire lower plain.
district

As local settlements grew outside of the capital

and establ-ished their

ornm

small commercial nucleus of merchants,

more of these individuals became involved in servicing their imrnediate hinter-

land or market areas. Conmrodity flows also began to ehange in composition
with the increased

demand

for simple building materials, tools, salt, house-

hold goods, and other staple needs. The capital and credit functions of local
traders dealing with the farm population have continued to be a major activity'
although rice mills probably cut into this service beginning early in this

century. The persistence of the local riverine trader
much

eum

merchant throughout

of this century is probably attributable to the continued dominance of

water transport as the primary means of communication and the structure of

the peasant market

economy.

A final era of waterway development in the central plain began with the

closing years of the last century. In l-889 the first rnajor step in the
planned development of an irrigation

system vlas taken when the government

approved a concession for the development of a tract of land northeast of

the capital.

This concession provided for the development of

some 240r000

hectares bounded on the r{rest by the Chaophraya River, and on the east

and

south by the Nakhon Nayok River and Saen Saeb Canal respectively (Fig. 1)'
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Shortly after the concession was granted, dredging began for a network of
canals which was to total 1,600 kilometers in length.

This regular grid

shaped pattern on the landscape is today one of the most readily recognized

features of this otherwise
Concession or Irrigation

irrigation

homogeneous

plain.

Knornm

today as the Rangsit

Tract, it represents the densest concentration of

canals and navigable waterways within the lower central plain.

However, due to the development of an extensive pattern of absentee landlord-

ism, poor soi.ls, and adverse living conditions the area soon became characterized
by extremely high tenancy rates, poor agricultural production, and chronically
low incomes.

At the turn of the century there existed throughout the lower plain over
3,700 kilometers of major wat,erways including rivers and navigation-irrigation

canals. Although it is unclear what portion of this total was useable on

a

year-round basis, it is likely that over 60 percent of these water\nrays could
be navigated by some type of boat throughout the year. By comparison, this
same

region had no first-

or second-class roads outside of municipal areas,

and less than 100 kilomet,ers of dirt cart tracks which had only limited
seasonal use. The almost complete dominance of trade and commodity flow in

this region. by water transportation is clearly reflected in the returns of
the Royal State Railway for the year 1903/04. Of all rice exported from Lhe
country during this year, 97 percent of the total was shipped to Bangkok by

water, and 93.5 percent of all other exports reached the capital by water
(Carter, L923; 230). Although there have been some significant changes in
this pattern in the past 30 years, the inland waterway network in the lower
plain continues to serve as the primary avenue for much 1ocal trade
commodity flow.

and

L2

Framework

for Analysis

The inland rraterway system as considered here

rivers

and the network

is

of inter-connected irri-gation

composed

of all navigable

and communications canals

located in the central plain. This system is most complex in that portion of
the plain south of Ayutlhaya. The river systems serve primarily as the major

arteries for intermediate and long-haul

movement

of bulk agricultural

produce

(padi, rice, rnaize), construction aggregates (sand, stone' cement, timber),
some passenger

flows.

framework definLng

They may,

and

therefore, be seen in one context as the broad

the scope and extent of the entire system. Integrated into

this network of rivers is an extensive
irrigation, flood control,

system

of canals serving both the

and navigation needs

of the central region. In

considering bulk cornmodity flows we would be primarily concerned, although

not exclusively, with the river
shipments

systems which channel most

to the Bangkok Metropolitan Area.

bulk

commodity

The canal network represents

the primary framework within whieh the more localized and small-scale activities

of trade

and marketing take

plaee.

The use

of

segments

of the river

systems

in specific local trade activities or in the movement of specialized
commodities is not, however, excluded. The general pattern of commodity flow
and

loeal trade over this entire network is influenced by a nunber of variables.
The general pattern of settlement distribution in the lower plain is one

factor affecting the utilizatLon of waterways for trade and commodity shipments.

Whil-e several major urban centers (Pathumthani, Nonthaburi, Chachoengsao'

Ayutthaya) are located along the river systems, the more predominant form of

rural settlement tends to be either cl-ustered or strip villages located along
the canal network. The general pattern of retail trade is, therefore, more
closely assocj-ated with the canal network than with the rivers themselves.

In the upper section of the lower plaJ.n, above Ayutthaya, river bank settlements
are more infrequent thereby limiting the potential number of trading centers

l_3

and the market areas upon which many types

of local trade depend.

the hydrologic characteristics of the rivers pose
hazards

for all boats,

buL especial-1y

local trade activities.

Seasonal

some

Secondly'

serious navigational

for the smaller vessels associated with

variations in rates of discharge, current

speed, channel configuration, and vtater levels tend

to create rather

hazardous

navi-gational eondl-tions for smal1 boats. In many localions natural river
levees place river bank settlements from 3 to 20 meters (10-70 ft.) above the
water level of the river during the dry season. These conditions effectively
preclude the use of rivers for many types of local trade which depend on 'door-

stept retailing and marketing techniques. Thirdly, local traders tend to
use smaller

craft with very shallow draft which are not suited to the naviga-

tional conditions found on most rivers. Finally, various administrative
constrainfs on vessel movements (locking fees, boat registration, speed) tend
encourage

local traders to remain within Ciscrete sub-segments of the water-

way network

(Plate I and 2). In those canals intended primarily for irrigatj-on

to

and

flood control, restrictions on boat speed and even navigation by boat

specific problems for
The aggregate

many

traders andmerchants shipping speciali'zed commodities.

effect of these constraints

on waterway

utilization is to create

a tendency toward compartmentalization of, local trade.

artificial

grouping

pose

We may

use this

of trading areas as a methodological device in

analyzing

dat,a on trade and commodity fJ-ow.
The

definition of local trade sectors is

employecl here

prirnarily as an

analytical device to simplify data analysis. For our puxposes

five

bounded areas

we may

identify

or trade sectors of the waterway network as a basis for

analysis (Figure 1). These sectors are:

I. Rangsit Irrigation Tract - the primary arteries in this sector
are tnose comprising the Rangsit Canal system, bounded on
the west by the Chaophraya River and the south by Khlong

Hok Wa Sailang.

Plate I - Sma1l barges exiting a navigation lock

Plate 2 - Cargo barges entering locks
at the Chai Nat Darn

I4

rr.

rrr.

rrrigation Tract - this sector includes
three important linking canals between the Chaophraya River
on the west and the Bang Pakong River system on the east
(Saen Saeb, Samrong, and Prawet Burirom). The sector is
bounded by the Gulf to the south, the Chaophraya on the
\,rest, and sector I to the north.

chengrak-Khlong Dam

southwest Tidal Tracts - the major canals in this sector are
the Damnoen Saduak and Phasicharoen Canals which serve the
interstitial
areas between the Chaophraya, Tachin, and
Maekhlong Rivers. The sector is bounded on the north by
Mahasawad Canal and ends at the Gulf on the south.

IV. I,{est Bank Irrigation Tracts - the more regular grid pattern of
canals and rivers in this sector is bounded on the east by
the Chaophraya River, to the north by Chao Ched Canal, and
on the south by sector III.
V. Upper River Sector - includes the major rivers and a few canals
north of sectors I and 4 and bounded on Ehe south by Chao
Ched Canal.

Sectors one through four are also accessible by a lirnited number of points,

ej.ther navigation locks or direct-entry canals (Fig. 1). These limited
access points tend

to

channel movements from

within sectors to

one

of

the

major rivers or between sectors by means of a few selected entry locations.

In

most cases

inter-sectoral

movements tend

two or between sectors three and four.

to occur between sectors one and

The fact that many loca1 traders rely

heavily on local supply sources for trade goods, results in infrequent
beyond

a specific sector of the waterway netr^rork. It should be

however,

that this sub-division of the water\^/ay network is

movernent

emphasLzed,

more an

than coneeptual device and exceptions to these patterns do exist.

analytical
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III.

PATTERNS OF COMMODITY FLOW

The process of local trade and conunodity flow on the inland waterways can

be initially

characteri-zed by two of its most prominent dimensions, spatial

and seasonel or temporal variation.

Spatial variation in local trade is

manifest in the uneven distribution of various categories of trade commodities
on the waterhray network. Certain seetors or regions of the network may be
associated with large concentrations of one or more commodities while other

locations may exhibit only residual amounts of these same commodities.

Tem-

poral changes in the flow volumes and the composition of commodity flows are
also typical of this process. That is, certain periods of the year find large
amounts of some cargoes actually moving through the network, commodities which
may

later be found in very small amounts or not at all.

These spatial and

temporal dynarnics in the trade pattern can be linked to such processes

agricultural production cycles, navigability,

as

seasonal variations in credit

and capital, and patterns of labor demand in the regional economy. The purpose

of this section is to explore these dynamics by focusing on specific categories
of trade commodities and the factors which affect their distribution.
The identification

of specific couunodities and even traders with local

rather than long-haul trade 1s indeed a complex problern. However, we may
initially

define loca1 trade as the process of distribution and marketing of

basic consumer staples, earried out in low-bulk shipments by traders who depend
on smaLl-scale operations and l-ow or marginal profits.

clude from these activities

We can

therefore, ex-

all long-haul bulk movements of grains (padi, rice,

maize), construction aggregates (sand, stone, cement), and unproeessed forest
products (timber).

The fact that these cornmodities are usually shipped in

large capacity boats (>

SO

metric tons) often in strings of 5-20 vessels pulled

by a tow boatris further justifieation

for their exclusion from the category

L6

Plate 3 - A strlng of cargo barges above the Chai Nat Dam

of local- trade (Plate 3).
sification

of cargo

among

When

we add to these distinctions a higher diver-

local traders, pronounced seasonality in cargo

movement, and a shorter average length of haul r{e can add further precision

to our isolation of local trade as distinct from long-haul movements.

Cornmodity

categori-es typical of local trade include fresh (produce (vegetables and fruit),

building materials (bamboo, lumber, nipa thatch), consumer goods (canned goods,
pat,ent medicine, tobacco, whiskey, household items, toys), consumer staples

(fish soy, salt, dried spices, pottery), and miscellaneous items such as charcoal, fertiLizer,

betel nut.

This list

is of course not exhaustive, but

representative of the diversity of locally shipped and traded items. Since
the range of such items is obviously rather broad we will deal here with rnajor
cornmodity categories in terms of their spatial and seasonal distribution

Table 1).

(see
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Table 1 - Average Daily Volumes of tl,ocal' Trade Corurodities
Recorded on the Inland Waterways, Lg66-674

COMMODITY

Unit -

Seasonal Volume and Percent of Annual Total

Volume b

Ilovember

Z

February

May

7"

(1)

August

%

(3)

Total

7"

(4)

FOREST PRODUCTS

Charcoal
Firewood
Lumber

Thatch
Bamboo

AGRICULTURE

kgs

539,500

L2.6

4.0

piece

6, 300
3, 550
7 25 ,O50

cu. ft.
cu. ft.

piece'

7.0
26.0

4.8

63,000

688,100
19,600
16,500
615,ooo
633,000

16.1
L2.4

41,500

8.3

32,7_60

U

32.2

22.r
48.6

2,115,000
106,400
10,900
525,000
159,500

49.5

931,250 21.8
25,30O 16.1

4,27 3 ,850

67.5
2L.3
18.9
L2.3

445,800 34.3

1,301,300

L43,340 28.5
11s,040 ,:. U

256,560 5r.r
193,880 48.6

502,2IO

300
919 ,000
20 ,

39

.6

33.0

157,600
51,250
2 ,7 84 ,050

PRODUCE

Vegetables:

Total

Vegetables

kgs

Potat.o

Mixed c

kgs
kgs

Miscellaneous

kgs

FRUIT:
Banana

Pineapple
Sugar Cane

ToFal
kgs
kgs

-b

3,25O

6.5

6,800
2,000

_'

13.7

20.0

255,120 10.8 1,797,800 75.8
235,600 56.9
76,500 18.5

6,7so t:.u

kgs

Wat.ermelon

kgs

Mango

kgs

Mixed

kgs
kgs

Miscellaneorrs

60,810 12.1
57,560 14.4

28,100 56.5
3,800 38.0

11,580 23.3
4,2O0 42.O

68,340
22,300

252,200 I0.6
80,100 19. 3
43,000 86.4

2.9
_o

1,703,300 100.0

i.t

9,520

L2.4

241,000
94,550
120,000
35.600

16.0

2

,37

3

,460

414,500

t

2,500 100.0

z,iso

399,240
46,900
49,730
10,000

46,900 100.0

49

,l

50

2,500

r-,703,300

zo,soo ro0.o

o,aOo L3.7
11,200 L4.6

28,100 56.5
24.200 31.5

124,000 24.o
209,060 35.4
75,000 27.O
37,100 14.0

95,000 18.4
95,740 L6-2
37,000 13.3

rr,iao
31,960

23.3

4L.6

49,730
76,880

OTHER

Salt
Pottery

kgs
kgs

Coconut

kgs
kgs

Fertilizer

46.6
43.2

13.4

78.200

2.9s

57 ,000 1r.0
L90,720 32.3
46,000 16.5
114-600 43.2

aExcluded

from this table are the following cornrnodities for which hTeight equivalents are
not available; medicine, ice, oi1, fish soy, whiskey, tobacco, fish, pigs, saw dust, ducks,
manure (organic), chickens, prepared food and drink, and consumer goods.
bVolumes

of less than 2,000 kgs have been excluded from the table

cEstimatedvolumes of fruit

or vegetables as a proportlon of rnixed lots of produce.

d-

Includes assorted produce, becel nut, garlic, coln etc.

517 ,000

590,070
278,000
265,500
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Forest Produets
Second

only to the rnajor bulk cargoes moved on the inland waterways in

total volume are various items classified as forest products. Included here
are lumber, flrewood, thatch (nipa), bamboo, and charcoal. Their i.mportance
is more closely associated with their utility

as household staples and

as

energy sources for certain local processing industries lhan with their percentage of the total volume of cornmodity flows.

Charcoal represents the largest

single item in thi-s group by weight and thatch (nipa) the largesr single irem
by volume. (Table 1, col. 5). Consj-dered individually, each item in this
category represents several-unique distributional

and temporal patterns r^iith

linkages to both localized processing lndustries and the rural non-metropoligan
population.
Firewood is not a basic eonsumer staple in central Thailand, most household
cooki-ng i-s done with chareoal, and thus it represents a specialized commodity.

Its specialized character is tied to the processing of palm sugar by loca1
refineries clustered in the southwest. corner of the central plain.

The

collection and processing of palrn sap from the Palmyra palm into liquid sugar
is carried on in many small refineries located along the inland waterways in
the coastal provinces southwest of the Metropolitan area. The largest single
concentration of these refinerj-es is in Muang and
Songkhram

provinee. One specific

area

Amphawa

districts,

Samut

included over 180 small-scale

processing plants located within a two kilometer radius of the junction of

the Maekhlong river and khlong Maekhlong. These mills are often farnily

owned

and operated and have a daily production capacity of 2-3 tons of syrup.

The

most intensive period of production follows the end of the rainy season when
sap flow is at a peak and proeessing conditions are best.

Trees are tapped

twice daily, morning and evening, and the sap is boiled in large vats heated
by stoves fueled with firewood and sarrrdust. Firewood is the most expenslve
input j-n the processing cyc1e.
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Forest Products
Second

only to the rnajor bulk cargoes moved on the inland waterways in

total volume are vari-ous items classified as forest products. Included here
are lumber, fj-rewood, thatch (nipa),

bannboo, and

is more closely associated with their utility

charcoal. Their importance

as household staples and

as

energy sources for certain local processing industries than with their percentage of the total volume of commodity flows.

Charcoal represents the largest

single item in this group by weight and thatch (nipa) the largest single
by volume. (Table 1, col. 5).

Considered individually,

category represents several.unique distributional

i-Lem

each item in rhis

and temporal patterns with

linkages to both localized processing industries and the rural non-metropolitan
population.
Fi-rewood

is not a basic consumer staple in central Thailand, most household

cooking is done with charcoal, and thus it represents a speciali-zed commodl-ty.

Its speci"alized character is tied to Ehe processing of palm sugar by
refineries clustered in the southwest corner of the central plain.

1oca1

The

collection and processing of palrn sap from the Palmyra palm into liquid sugar
is carried on in many smal1 refineries located along the lnland waterways in
the coastal provi-nces southwest of the Metropolitan area. The largest single
concentration of these refineries is in Muang and
Songkhram

provi-nce. One specific

area

Amphawa

districts,

Samut

included over 180 small-scale

processing plants located within a two kilometer radius of the junction of

the Maekhlong river and khlong Maekhlong. These rnills are ofLen farnily

owned

and operated and have a daily production capacity of 2-3 tons of syrup.

The

most intensive period of production foll-ows the end of the rainy season when
sap flow is at a peak and processing conditions are best.

Trees are tapped

twice daily, morning and evening, and the sap is boiled in large vats heated
by stoves fueled with firewood and sawdust. Firewood is the most expensive
input in the processing cycle.
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The seasonal and spatial distribution

of firewood reflects the relation-

ship between production and input points for firewood and the location of palm
sugar refineries (Fig. 2).

The largest volurres of this commodity were consis-

tently reeorded within the waterway sector which includes the palrn sugar
refinery coneentrations. An estimated

maximurn

peak daily volume of 106r000

cu. meters was recorded on the inland waterways in

May

with considerably lower

volumes during August and February. The lower volumes of firewood recorded

during the remainder of the year are related to (a) shipment of major stockpiles
in May, (b) poor cutting and drying conditions during the months of
monsoon

heavy

rains from June through October, and (c) the seasonal availability

of

1abor. Production sources and input points into the waterway network tend to
be located around the periphery of the region. This pattern helps to explain
why rather significant amounts of firewood were identified in sectors fI and

IV. Tidal nipa and mangrove forests along the Gulf and some areas of inland
forest cutting to the east and west of the plain are the major sources for
firewood recorded on the inland waterways. While some small amounts of firernrood

are used throughout the region, the largest concentrations of this

eommodity outsj-de of sector III

are seen as part of the

same

pattern of flour

which supplies the sugar refineries and a small number of pottery plants in

the

same area.

The seasonal and spatial distribution

of lumber, thatch, and

bamboo

represent three addltional types of forest products shipped by water.

(Fig 3).

Each of these rnaterials find uses in buil-ding, house repair, and similar

construction activities.

Since these activities

represent the major uses for

these materials we rnight expect to observe some association between their
concentrati.on on the waterway network and urban areas. And, indeed, sectors

II' III,

and IV which bracket the Bangkok Metropolitan Area and several other

provincial centers, contain the largest coneentrations of each of these commodities ' seasonal variations in total volumes appear to be associated
with several
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factors; (1) increased dry season construction activity,

(2) lag times between

cutting' milling and curing for timber and thateh, (3) the large amount of
capital available for building and repairs following the padi harvest season,
and (4) seasonal availabil-ity of labor for the cutti-ng and stocking of thatch
and bamboo. February through May is a period of low on-farm labor demand and

in areas where thatch and
labor

may

barnboo resources

are accessible to farm labor, this

be used to earn supplement income by cutting these materials (plate

Sectors II and III of the waterway netvrork are the most irnrnedi4 and 5 ) .
ately adjacent to the source regions for these commodities and therefore record

the largest volumes during the survey period.
0f all the forest products moved over the inland waterways, charcoal is
the rnost closely associated with the character of local trade as it is considered here. Charcoal is a basic consumer and household staple for both urban
and rural households throughout the country. Its primary use is as fuel for

cooking. While historically

it is likely that the primary sources for charcoal

within the central plain were within the region itself,

by the middle of the

20th century almost all charcoal used here was being ri-mported' from provinces
as distant as Korat, Prachinburi, Nakhorn Sawan and the southern coastal t.giorr?
Major charcoal input points along the inland waterways can be found at
Ratchaburi, Kanchanaburi, Song Pinong district

Prachinburi.

Some

in Suphan Buri province,

and

of the less heavily settled provinces in the upper p1ain,

Chai Nat and Uthaithanirhave unti.l recently been major source regions for

charcoal consumed in the lower plain.

The locations of these input points is

reflected in the distribution of charcoal on the inland waterways.
)
-rn
the

immediate post-war period over B0Z of the charcoal produced in Thailand
the west coast of the peninsula between Malaya
th.-B;r;;";;;;il;.
This trade, like rnany other forms of early Tax farming, was
".rdprimarily in the
hands of the Chinese. (Thornpson, V. Thailand; The New Siam. New york (1967),
and
Siam, the Royal Forest Department, rnE-ffiJts-oFG--.
nangkok: Bangkok Times
came from

Press, Lrd (1926) .
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Plate 4 - A trader of nipa thatch in the market along
Damnoen Saduak canal, Ratchaburi province.

Plate 5 -

being retailed along the Rangsit
canal in Pathumthani Province.

Bamboo

2L

The peak period input of charcoal on the inland waterway network was

recorded in May rahen over 2,1151000 kgs. of charcoal were counted. This volume

represents roughly
ments by water.

507.

of the total estimated annual volume of charcoal

move-

Significant volumes were also recorded during the rernaining

peri.ods of the year whi-ch reflects the continual demand for this cormnodity and

the method of its production and storage. The distinct seasonality in charcoal
distribution i-s clearly a function of the regional climatic regi-me and i,ts
influence on the production process. Dry weather is import)rrt in charcoal
production and therefore production builds during the dry months preceeding

the

summer

rains.

Cured charcoal is also stored either indoors or under

protectj-ve covering which contributes to its wide availability

some

year rouncl.

Lowest seasonal volumes occurred in November (539, 500 kgs-12.6%) wini.ch follows

the longest period of sustained rains and less than ideal curing conditions
(Fig. 4).

Seasonality in production and movement of chareoal is also comple-

mented by a distinct

distribucional pattern.

The largest single seasonal

inputs were recorded in sector IV during the May survey period. This sectoral
concentration is related to a large production/distribution center along

Song

Pinong canal 1n sector IV and Ehe general patterns of shipment from the upper

plain (sector V) through sector IV. This upper plain sector stands out quite
clearly as a major secondary source region for charcoal being shipped to cities
and markets j-n the lower plain.

The slight delay in seasonal rains in the

upper plain probably accounts for the large volume recorded in this area during

August. A terti-ary concentration of charcoal inputs as measured by our
was located in sector III,

census

immediately south of Ratchaburi town. This is

a

major input point for charcoal produced in the peninsula and being shipped to

the major markets of the central plain.

In general then, the seasonality

and

spatial variations in charcoal concentrations on the inland waterways are linked
to, (f) the character of the commodity, (2) influence of the regional climatic
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regime, (3) locations of rnajor production sites, and (4) the concentratlon
of major markets (rural and urban) within the central plain.
Several broad patterns are evident in the distribution

and locational

variations of forest products as components of commodlty flow on the inland
watentays. Seasonal fluctuations in flow volumes are linked to climatic
controls on the production and processing of most of these eommodities.

Peak

input volumes oceur during those months when production conditions are best
and where these inputs are preceeded by lengthy periods of dry weather.

Secondly, concentrations of each of these forest products tend to be associated

with those sectors of the waterway network which encompass the major urban
and industrial complexes within the region.

In these areas the pattern of

flows support construction and building activities,

the periodic repair of

house roofs with thatch and bamboo, and small-scale processing industries

utilizing

firewood for fue1. Thirdly, the spatial variations in commodity

concentraLions between waterway sectors are influenced by the locations of

primary production sites and/or input points for commodities produced outside

of the central region itself.
Agricultural Produce
For even the most casual observer in Thailand the widely popularized
rfloating markett in the Bangkok Metropolitan Area represents a microcosm of

the color, diversity, and richness of the Lrade and marketing process.

An

almost unending panorama of exotic and corunon fruits and vegetables can be
found among the commodity flows by water in nany areas of the lower plain.
Seen

at one level this panorama is an index of the consumption and dietary

patterns of the population in which fresh fruit and vegetables play a najor
role, second only to rice in total amount consumed. At a different level
the varieties and distribution of agrieultural produsg shipped by water articulates the links between intensive rmarket gardens I found in the lower plain
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and the major urban markets. Capital intensive market gardening tends to mon-

opolize the production offresh produce for the metropolitan markets, although
some

redistribution from urban to rural areas does take place. Small-scale

houselot gardens are the principal sources of fresh produce found in local

retailing in nonmetropolitan markets. While truck shipments of fresh produce
have diminished the traditional

water transport monopoly on the shipment of

this type of produce in the last 25 years, trade and shipment by water still
accounts for between 50-60% of all marketed surplus.
Vegetables

The types of vegetables considered here as elements in commodity flows

include a variety of leafy and stem vegetables (Jettuce, cabbage, kale,
cauliflower), tuber and melons (potato, prunpkins, gourds, squash), chilies,
onions, garlic, betel nuts, and coconuts. Since many loads of produce are
mixed lots of vegetables it is not possible to'separate individual types of

produce. These mixed cargoes are included in Table 1 under the heading of
'Mixedt produce. Chilies, onions, garlic, maize, and betel- nut are listed
asrMiscellaneoust produce. Distinctions between movements to major markets
on a wholesale basis and local retail

trading can not be easily made from the

aggregate data presented here. However, as a general rule, volumes below
10r000 kgs. represent 1ocal retail

trade rather than bulk movements for urban

distribution.

are located within sub-regions of the

Where these volumes

waterway network which contain few areas of non-rice cropping they can be
presumed

to be elements of local- trade. Converselyr 3n indeterminate pro-

portion of large volume

movement.s probably mask

vegetables being traded locally.

certain proporti6ns of
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Vegetables as a commodity category shipped by \^rater totalled over
kgs based on estimates from the surveys. This total volume was un'000
evenly distributed throughout the year (Table 1). Estj-mated peak volumes
767

were recorded in August (371,160 kgs) with lower volumes in May (22L, 450 kgs).

Seasonality in production patterns for vegetables is a major factor in the
temporal shifts in their volume being transported by water. Although the

production process continues throughout the year, the Seasonal harvests of
some

heavier crops like squash, gourds, and tubers adds significantly

to the

total volume being shipped in May and August. Crop production generally drops
during the wettest months from June through Oetober for many crops, thereby
lowering the total flow volumes of vegetables recorded later in the year.
The spatial variation i"n volume of vegetables being transported by water

is shown in Figure 5. Flow volumes in each period are heavily skewed toward
sectors III and IV, a reflection of the general concentration of vegetable
production found in these areas.

Some

of the oldest and most intensive areas

of rmarket gardeningr producing chilies, maize, beans, and various leaf
stem vegetables are found in sector III3.

and

Tn recent years a dispersal of this

tlocaLization of productiont has taken. plaee, contributing to significant
volumes being moved through Sector IV.

Recent shifts from water to road

shipment for produce grown in Seetor III have also diminished the amount of
vegetables moving by r,rater in this zone. Changes in land availability,

pop-

ulation pressure, and transport services have also encouraged an extension
of this type of vegetable production into areas within the upper areas of
Zone V

in the central plain.

This fact is reflected in the large volume

3 silco.k, T.H., The Economic Developnent of Thai Ag
LO7-L43.

.
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(31-60,000 kgs)

of vegetables recorded in this sector during the August

period (Fig. 5). For the most part, the reeorded

movements

survey

of vegetables

1n

Sector I and II represent local distrj-bution and marketing of these types of

produce. Llttle production fakes place in Seetor II although the majority of
vegetables grown

in this area are increasingly

rnoved

by road rather than water.

The general marketing pattern associated with the flows of vegetables on

the inland waterways is one
links.

The initial

r,shich can be characterized as

a series of dyadic

link in this process is shipment from producer to one of

the rnajor fresh produce markets within the metropolitan area.4 la this end of
the dyad produce is redistr;ibuted in one of three subsequent linkages; directly
t-o retail

outlets within the city; to wholesalers within the city, or through

a redistributive system to retaile-rs outside of the metropolitan area.

Non-

metropolitan redistribution may use either road or water shipment, but normally
terminates in retail sales at a provineial level market. Local retail trade

in vegetables shipped by water is usuaLly dependent upon purghases from provincial outlets or is conducted by local traders who buy directly from producers.
Consequently, flows of vegetables in small volume (< 10,000 kgs) recorded in

individual waterway sectors throughout the year are primarily examples of local
trade.

Fruit
The pattern of trade and shipment of fruit

noticeably from those activities

on the inland waterways differs

associated with vegetables. The variety of

fruit crops grown in central Thailand is large, however, the number whieh are
-[.For a discussion of the links between fresh produce markets within the metropolitan area and their source regions for produce, Crawford, M., Urban Food
Supplv and Distribution:
Supplv-L+nkages bf Bangkok and Thonburi-TGEElT66d
Markets. Techni-cal Report No. 6. Department of Geography, University of
Michigan Q974).
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regularly found in cargoes being shipped by water are smal1. This fact can
be accounted for by the higher unit pricing of fruit, the structure of the
marketing network, and the tendency to use truck shipment for those types
of
fruit which are destined for export and/or are easi-ly darnaged. fncluded among
the major fruit crops considered here are pineapple, banana, watermelon, mango,
and sugar cane. A separate category of fMiscellaneousr crops has been included
where fruit forms a proportion of mixe'd lots of vegetables and fruits,
and

assorted types of fruit

for which no separate identify volumes could be de-

termined (Table 1).
The seasonal volume of fruit

variation'

being shipped by \,nater exhibits considerable

The largest estimated daily volumes were recorded in February
which

totaled I'797,800 kilograms while the smallest volume of only 6g,340 kilograms
occurred during the August survey period (Table 1). while the differential
between these two periods is indeed significant,

it

sidering the composition of each seasonal flow.

Duri-ng the peak volume flow

in February,

rnay

be qualified by con-

g4% (1r703,300

kgs) of the total volume was made up of only one
commodity, watermelon. A similar pattern of one crop dominance occurred.
in
November when bananas represented g2"l (235,600

kgs) of the total estj-mated

volume of fruit

being shipped by water. Many types of fruit are harvested
seasonally rather than on a continual- basis throughout the year and thus their

contributions to total cornrnodity flows are confined to specific periods.
Watermelon tends to dominate flows during January and February and

during May and June. Several of the fruit

mango

crops with high unit costs such

mango' pineapple, durian, and grapes are i-nereasingly moved by road, p'r-

ti-cularly where they are destined for export. FurLhermore, substantial volumes
of these and other fruit grown outside of the central plain but marketed
initially through the metropolitan fresh produce rnarkets are shipped exelusively
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by road or rail . This is typical of oranges

gror^rn

star apple grown in the southeast, and jack-fruit,

in the north,

mango and

mango, and other types of

fruit produced in the peninsula.
The evidence presented thus far suggests that seasonal variati.ons in the

shipment of fruit

by water is accornpanied by distinct spatial concentrations

of this type of produce on the waterway network. Figure 6 represents the estimated distribution of fruit in riverine commodity flows by waterrey sector.
Considering the one crop dominance of some seasonal flows it is not surprising

that Sector 1 in February contained the largest estimated concentration of
fruit for any sector or survey period. over 11485,000 kgs of r^ratermelon or
of the total estirnated volume of fruit for this period was being shipped
from Sector 1- This area encompasses the Rangsit irrigation tract which has
8L7"

become one

plain.

of the major production regions for watermelon within the central

The seasonal shift in concentrations of fruit

to sectors III,

on the inland waterways

IV, and V represents several important relationships between

production points and seasonality in harvest. Mango and pineapple represented.

the two urajor varieties of fruit in produee shipments, both crops with harvest
periods in late spring and summer. Large areas of production for these crops
are located in sectors III,
accounted for over

701Z

IV and V. During the

Novernber burvey

of al-l fruit shipped in sector III,

period bananas

one of several areas

of significant production in the lower plain.
With the najor exception of watermelon, a fruit

crop with a lower i-ndex

of localizatior., the spatial distribution of fruit on the inland warerways
corresponds well with established production areas, particularly

in Sector III.

The rnarketing network for these types of produce share some similarities

with

the rnarketing pattern for vegetables. That is, direct prod.ucer-metropolitan
market linkages tend to dominate the marketing and distribution

system. Smaller

volumes find their way into local trade through direct purchase from
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producers or low volume sales to 1ocal riverine traders by provincial or dis-

trict

level dealers. Sectoral volurnes of less than 10,000 kgs tend, as with

vegetables to be indications of local retail

trade flows. For much of the

rural non-metropolitan population, however, fruit consumption is limited by
its seasonal availability

and rnarkedl-y higher unit price.

Lower prices tend

to occur for locally grown fruit which are handled in smal1 lots and sold
prirnarily through local retain channels.
Other Commodities
Discussion to this poi.nt has emphasized the variety of eornnodities which
comprise the largest proportion by volume of eargoes moved over the inland

lraterways. This list by no means exhausts the great variety of items which
are transported and traded on the inland waterways. Three final categories
of conmodities warrant

some

attention; fertilizer,

consumer

staples,

and

miscellaneous commodities. Si-nce these types of cargoes tend to occur in
sma1l amounts and their distribution

the rural

economy we

Among

is closely linked to seasonal dynarnics in

shall consider them together.

the many types of agricultural inputs used on farm holdings in the

central plain, chemical fertilizers

may

be the largest volume. Organic manures,

mixed soil dressings, bat guano, and duck rnanure are typical of the range of

fertilizers

used, and each is found within the commodity flow matrix.

However,

their volumes tend to be small- and their distribution highly LocaLirzed around
certain areas of intensive cash cropping. The high costs of shipment,
inadequate distribution
hampered

the availability

systems, and difficulties

with pricing have severely

and use of chemical fertilLzers.

During the decade

of the 1960rs when imports grew dramatically it has been estimated that over
807"

of all imported chemieal fertiLizet

was used within a 250-300 kilometer
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radius of Bangkok. Much of this was also probably moved by truck due to the
inadequate distribution

system, lack of marine insurance for water shipment,

and lhe limited spatial range of fertilizer

use. To the extent that this is

an

accurate impression of the shipment pattern, the data presented here portray

local movements almost entirely and reemphasiae the limited use of water transport
for fertiLizer distribution.
The largest estimated volume of fertilizer

during the November survey period (-Table 1).

in commodity flows

r,vas recorded

Since chemical fertilizers

are

normally packed in 100 kg bags, this volume represents only 1,200 bags of

fertilizer,

a small amount indeed.

Lor^rer

volumes of fertili-zer

were recorded in

commodity flows during the other periods of the year with many sectors of the

waterway network recording no significant volume at all.

lrrhen one

puts this

pattern in the context of the spatial distribution of fertili-zers in

commodlty

flows several conclusions become apparent (-Figure Z). The occurrence of fertiLizet in cornnodity flor^rs tends to be concentrated in sectors I, II, and IV of
the rtaterway network. Considering the apparent preference for road shipment

and

the low volumes which were observed on the rraterways we may conclude that these
residual volumes represent 1ocal dlstribution to individual farrnsteads (Plates
6 and 7).

Secondly, the prominence of fertilizer

in Sectors I, II, and IV further

implies that these movemdnts are tied to the provisioning of wet-padi farmers
since few areas of non-padi produetion are associated with these sectors. This
eonclusion is further supported by the fact that the boats carrying this cargo
were j"n the low cargo load ranges (< 250 tons) and rnany had capacities of less

than 5 tons. It is unlikely that any substantial changes in this pattern will
occur in the future unless distribution systems are improved, larger volumes
become

available for domestic use, and prices remain wiLhin reach of the farm

populati.on. Until these changes take place water transport of fertilizer

will

contine to serve only as a means of local distribution and will rernain dependent
upon the more effi-cient road delivery system.
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Plate 6 - Transhipment of fertilizer from truek to
boats for loca1 distribution, Rangsit canal

Plate7-Loadinglocal
farmerst boats with fertiLj-zer
in Thanyaburi, Pathumthani province.
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Despite the increasing differentials

in income and living standards betweea

rural and urban areas in Thailand, domestic consumption requirements continue
to include certain basic staples. Pottery and salt are staple items found in
almost every household and many rural households rely on local riverine traders

to provide these staples. In contrast to many smaller items such as spices,
condiments, and cookware which can be readlly obtained in local marketsrpottery
and salt continue to be marketed in many areas by loca1- riverine traders.

Pottery is produeed in Thailand in many shapes, styles, and sizes for
domestic household use. The more connon ong or rshanghait j"r used for water

collection and storage is typical of this type of pottery and few rural households are without these essential items. The more decorative gLazed tshanghai-r
jar is produced prirnarily in the vieinity of the provincial center of Ratchaburi
and then shipped to loeations without decoration as containers for fish soy and

are shipped to fish soy plants located i"n Samut Sakhon, Samut Songkhram,
Samut Prakan (P1ate

9).

Another

common

and

type of pottery distributed by water is

unglazed earthenware containers produced in several of the Mon communities along

the Chaophraya river north of the Bangkok Metropolitan area. A1l of these types
of pottery are frequently represented in the conmodity flow matrix on the inland
\^Taterways.

The movements of both unglazed and glazed pottery exhibit distinct

and spatial patterns (Iig.

seasonal

8). While the total estimated volumes of these items

in eommodity flow varied from 951000 kgs in November to over 2091000 kgs in
February, they represented less than

4%

of all commodity movements. The seasonal

variations in flow volumes may be attributed to several factors.

The February

peak volume comes at the end of the annual rice harvest, a period when rural

farm capital is probably highest and households are nore capable of purchasing
these jars.

Rural household activity is also 1ikely to be more localized around

the houselot area so that riverine traders would have more direct access to

Plate B - Pottery traders at a local market
the Nan river

Plate 9 - A local trader of

Shanghai

Phranakorn province

jars in

on

Minburi.,
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thei-r rmarkett. The second peak volume of pottery movements comes during
August at a time when rural credit levels are high and sales could be made on

eredit.

Economic considerations rather than production conditions appear to

be more important controls of the seasonality of flows of pottery.

5

Mon

potters

are partieularly active year round in the production and retailing of their
pottery, especially where trade is carried out by boat.
The spatial variations in pottery distribution

are considerably more uniform than for

rnany

over the rrraterway network

other commodities (Fig. 8).

Two

marked departures frofn this rather uniform distributj-on surface emphasize large

concentrati-ons in

Sector V.from February through August, and the relaLively

volumes during May and August in all other waterway sectors.

lor,ser

The former pattern

suggests that seasonal improvements in navigation conditions enable pottery

traders to reach the less accessible areas in the upper plain, and the possibilit.y
that traders remain during the dry months at fixed locati-ons in Seetor V until
navigation conditions improved. The absence of any pottery in sector V during
the period of better navigational conditions in November tends to confirm this
conclusi-on. The low volumes of pottery in all other sectors of the waterway
network during May and August appears to be a response to (1) shortages of capital

within the rural economy and, (2) the concentration of ruratr labor in activities
related to the l^7et-rice planting process. Considering the character of pottery
as a basic household utensil not requiring purchase each year the general

uniformity in its spatial and seasonal distribution is not surprising.
5.t-oster (Lg72) in a recent study of the Mon pottery
conmunity at Pak Kretrhas
noted that lulon pottery production has declined over the last ten years due to
loss of markets to more attractive glazed rchineset jars made in Ratchaburi, and
to concrete jars and metal tanks. Mon riverine traders have also ttassumed an
important role in the distribution of jars made at Ratburi in large Chinese-owned
factories.r' (See Foster, 8., "Ethnicity and Commerce" unpublished manuscript,
(Le72) ; 3-4.
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A second staple regularly found in local commodity flows is sa1t,

frequently referred to as solar salt. Salt crystals are produced from the
evaporation of sea water and consequently the primary production sites
are along the irnrnediate margins of the Gulf(Plates 10 & 11). Because the
production process depends on solar evaporation, output tends to fluctuate

with changes in climatic conditions. Estimated peak production occurs during
the fall and winter months when longer periods of sunlight and limited cloud
cover exist. These factors are reflected in the fluctuations in salt as

a

commodity on the inland waterways (Table 1) . One rnight also expect to find

distinct IocaLLzation in the distribution of salt in the waten^/ay network
as a function of the localized area of production. This is indeed the case
where sectors II and III which include the largest areas of solar salt pans

recorded the highest volumes of salt in commodity flows

In concluding this evaluation of cornmodity flows on the inland waterways
mention must be made of the many varieties of mixed consumer goods, household

staples, and manufactured i"tems whj-ch do not show up clearly in survey data.
rce, fuel oil, whiskey, fresh and dried fish, poultry, pigs, and even patent
medicines occur with considerable frequeney in the commodity flow matrix. Most

of these items occur in small volumes and may frequently be mixed with other
commodities. This has made it difficult

to isolate these smaller

commod.ities

in the context of the data presented here. They are, however, by no means less
important. Srna1l loads of block ice showed up in significant numbers during
the May and August survey periods, the hottest times of the year when ice is

in great demand. Locally distilled

whiskey and a great variety of patent medi-cines

were also evident in the commodity flow matrix during the February survey period.

Both items may be seen as consumer staples and rseasonal luxury goodsr
purchase is linked to the availability

Almost

451l

of capital

among

whose

the rural population"

of all patent medicine being traded by water was recorded during

Plate l0 * Solar salt beds along the Gulf coast.

Plate 11 - Loading salt for shipment by barge.
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the surveys made following the rice harvest. The unique character of this
type of cornmodity and the mobile trader who handles i-t as a local trade

good

will be consider further in the following chapter.
The preceeding descriptions of the seasonal and spatial patterns of
commodity flow on the inland waterways have drar"rn attention to the complex

set of interrelationships which link process, location, and ecologi-cal structures. It should be clear at this point that no single factor explains either
the distribution or seasonality of any specific commodity type. Mobility
accessibility'

location of production sites, variations in

and

demand and markets

all exert differlng influences on the process of local trade and commodity f1ow.
We may

now turn to a more specific consideration of the types of mobile traders

who handle many

of the commodities we have discussed here.
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IV.

MERCHANT, VENDOR, HAWKER: A
TYPOLOGY OF RIVERINE TMDERS

The real complexity of trade on the inland waten^/ays only becomes

apparent when one seeks to distinguish between the many parlicipants in the

trading process. lndividuals using all manner of boats, earrying the exoti-c
and common, handling a few small items to bulk lots of produce, and coveri-ng

trade routes of five kilometers to several hundred can be found on the inland
waterways. Time, distance, type of trade, degreee of capitalization,
quency of activiEies are but a few of the criteria

and fre-

which may be used to differ-

entiate between types of traders. Our purpose in this chapter is to try
bring

some

and

order to the evi-dent diversity in types of mobile riverine traders.

To accomplish this we rnrill first

briefly consider the economic system within

which 1oca1 riverine trade is embedded and then turn to the development of

a typology of traders.
Economic Foundations
The general structure of the rural economy in central Thailand is one
dominated by the small-scale production of rice by

peasant farmers to

whom

this grain is both the main food staple and primary source of income. Considerable cash-cropping of fruit and vegetables exists in
areas are relatively

i-ncome

areas, yet these

small and involve on a small proportion of Ehe total rural

farm population. Farmers are not self-sufficienL

the cash

some

economically, but depend

on

from the sale of farm produee to obtain many basic consumer

staples. Internal trade and marketing of farm surpluses is dominated by the
movement

of these commodities through local dealers and processors(rice mi1ls)

to the primary market center in Bangkok. This large primate city serves

as

the focal point for the upward flow of farm produce through the central place
hierarchy and is the source for the

downward movement

of manufactured

goods

and various consumer staples. The general orientation of transport networks
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toward the metropolitan area also serve to focus trade and red.istribution
processes on this primary market center for the country. Since most marketing

of agricultural surpluses focus on the metropolitan area, few 1oca1 markets
serve as important distribution centers for farm prod.uce. In one sense then,
a true funetional integration exists between the rural farm

economy and 1he

dominant urban market center. However, the local village economy is limited

ln its ability

to specialize in non-subsistence production because the farm

goods they do not produce move rather unevenly downward from the dominant

market center. The satisfaction of these needs is filled

for

some segments

of the rural population closer to the large urban market by fixed suppliers
in local markets and for others at greater distances by mobile traders.
Theoretically, as colrunercialization increases

demand

for goods

and

services rise, consumers roil1 be willing to travel further to obtain goods,
and the need for rnobile traders will be diminished. Fixed market plaees will
then arise to meet the demand associated with widening commerciali-zation in
the economy. Throughout the central region a variety of different sized fixed
market eenters already exist to meet these needs. However, high transport costs,
linited population rnobility, disti-nct seasonality in capital flows,and low

rural incomes lirnit the ability of much of the rural population to satisfy
their demand exclusively through these centers. For traders to meet the
varyi-ng demands associated with these conditions and still
which is sufficiently

large to l-nsure acceptable profits,

reach a market

their activities

must remain rnobile. Therefore, mobile riverine traders have evolved to aerve
segments of the rural population beyond the reach of fixed market suppliers.

Stine (L962) has proposed that suppliers typically are mobile when the range

of a good(distance consumers will travel to obtain it) is smaller than the
suppliers threshold or minimum market required for their survival economica.l-ly.
Since rural eonsumer demand is low and seasonal in terms of the ability

to pur-
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chase goods, traders can function more profitably by acting as mobile suppliers.

Their mobile activities

also adds a distinct tplace utilityt

to the goods

servi-ces they of f er to the rural popul-ation in both time and space.6 *"1

capital is scarce and thus observed
der can increase th,e place utility

demand

and

rural

correspondingly low, the mobile tra-

of his trade goods and enhance demand by

making goods available to the consumer at the poj-nt of consurnption. Several

additi-onal factors can be advanced to furrher clarify these conditions.
Shortages of capi.tal are typical of the rural economy r,rhere income is
based primari-ly on the seasonal harvesting and sale of a single crop of rice.
Few i-ndivlduals whether

farmers, local merchants, or tradesmen have sufficient

capital resources at any one time to control more than a limited amount of goods
and resources. Under these conditions partici.pation in local trade is divided
among many smal1

units whose entrance into the trading process is not inhibited

by capital shortages, but rather encourages more people to participate. In

many

cases the alternatives for the use of free time(labor) are highly lirnited and

thus opportunity cost remain 1ow. Smal1 or marginally low profits gained from
local trade are preferable to no return for labor which goes unused. Similarly,
part-time involvement in trade enables many participants to. accept profi-ts
which would be unacceptable to more heavily capitalized full-time suppliers.

other sources of income exist from farming, commerce, or wage labor the
periodic trader can afford to operate irregularly, stock small volumes of goods,

Where

and handle a greater variety of tconvenience good.st whose demand may be low or

seasonal. The fact that much local riverine trade occurs with a minimum of

capital investment on the part of the trader also reduces the importance of
6

A fuller development of this position and the theory of mobile retailing as
initially outlined by Stine is discussed in, Plattner, S.M., "periodic Trade
in Developing Areas without Markets." in smithrc.(ed.). Regional Analysis:
Vol.I, Ec.onginic SysteE. New york: Academic press(1976); Og-90
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risk as a f actor in trading activities.

Any potential losses r^rhich rnight

result from shifts in market prices or consumer
1ow

demand

are mintmized by the

levels of capital invested and the nature of the goods and produce

whlch are traded. In short, loca1 riverine trade is an appropriate adaptation

to conditions of flexible consumer demand, limitations on capital, an uneven
distributi-on of population, and the generally low opportunity costs faced by
much

of the rural population.
We should

not leave these brief conments on the economic setting of

riverine trade without noting the important social dimension of this process.
For many seasonal and part-time trad.ers social contact and interaction repre-

sents an important aspect of their activities.

Visits with neighborsrkinsmen,

and other members of the local community which take place as part of their

tradi-ng activities

were often cited as more important than any profits they

mighf rnake. Indeed, these types of soci-al c.ontact may help insure that even

the modest daily earnings they seek are obtained and in the process
the liklihood of transactions at

some

cement

future time. Likewise trust, an impor-

tant ingredient in rural social systems but something lacking in dealings with
outsiders, t.ends to reinforce conmunity loyalties and the reciprocity in 1ocal
trade activities.

Dishonesty is hard to coneeal and thus trade within a 1oca1

community must meet

the norms of group collaboration where restricted types of

group sanctions could be applied. Furthermore, strong incentives exisE to main-

tain harmonious trade relaLionships for the giving and receiving of credit,
critical

need in most rural areas, is embedded in the stability

a

of relationships

between lenCer and borrower.
Under the general conditions described here of varying demand, utility

of goods, threshold levels, and the social dimensions of reciproeity in trade
one might expect to find different types of traders. A definition

and the major criteria

of these types

used to d:istinguish them follows. We caution however, that

this typology is at best only a preliminary effort and is subject to further study.
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A Typology of Traders

It. should be apparent from the previous discussions that types of
i-ndividual rnobile traders vary greatly. Differences between them are

most

apParent in the superficial features of types and capaciti-es of boats used,

seasonality of activities,

of their actlvities.

goods and produce handled, and the spatial range

Underlying these features are several more fundamental

criteri-a which link traders to the economic system in which their activities
are embedded. And, indeed it is the basic structure of this economic system
which determi-nes the broadest characteristics of the separate types of riverine

traders. In developing our typology three criteria

stand out; capitalized valrre

of trade goods handled, the character of dernand, and the threshold population
required to sustain individual traders. Capit al-ized value of trade goods represents the cash market value of goods stocked daily by any trader, an acceptable
although not entirely adequate surrogate for market price.

Demand

is a

measure

of consumer need factored as a function of distance. As population densities
decline with distance from a center(e.g. Bangkok), demand declines accordingly.
When

zero demand is reached, that point spatially indicates the maximum trade

range for any specific trader. The minimum demand threshold for any trader will

be the volume of sales (population density) corresponding to a definite spatial
area which creates the minimum income required to support that trader. Therefore,

mobile traders who deal in goods with a high demand level(consumer staplesrpr€pared foods) which is consistent throughout the year can be expected to have

relatively srnall Erade areas. Movements over an area of 5 kilometers would not
be too small for vendors of coffee, noodles or sweets. Those handling more spec-

ialized goods with higher unit prices but intermittent or seasonal demand would
require a larger trade area (minimum

demand

threshold) to sustain operations.

These relationships are represented graphically in Figure 9 . One may note an

initial

similarity here to the concept of spatial

demand cones

as defined by
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Costn Demand, and Distance

Berry(1967;60-61). This similarity

in Mobile Riverine Trade

is at best superficial since

rnre

have

replaced the concept of price on the vertical seale with capitalized value

of trade goods. As distance from the center ( 0 ) or supply point increases,
total unit

demand

as a function of population density declines. The slope of

the llne c'" dt represents the reduction in

demand

with distance(horizontal

axis) from the traders supply point.
Four broad types of mobile riverine traders are identified here
shown

and

in terms of the costrdenand, distance relationships in Figure g . Traders

dealing in high value goods and produce whose demand is seasonally affected by
available capital and the tplace utilityr of those goods lend to require larger
trade areas(populations). These traders are consistently those who are active
throughout the year and have been termedrfull-tirnef traders. Capitalized value
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of trade goods for full-time traders ranged from $20 to $125 , and included
such dlverse ltga.s as consumer goods, manufactured products, patent and herbal
medicines, fresh produce' pottery, and charcoal. The minimum trading range of
this type of trader normally exceeds 100 kilorneters. Trade items may be stocked
at one or more points and a complete circuit of their pre-defined trade routes
may take from 10 to 30 days. The tstore-boatr trader is a unique example of

this type of full-tirne mobile riverine trader. The term fstore-boatr has been
applied because of the similarity these traders share with fixed general merchants in the diversity of goods stocked(plates 12 & 13). These mobile suppliers
serve both the rural populations with retail

sales and small fixed merchants in

rural centers with wholesale sales. Service to the latter loca1 wholesale market
is based fundamentally on the limited accessibility of these centers by road.
As road networks have improved and truck deliveries extended to more isolated
communities in the central plain, rnobile store-boat traders have experienced

general declines in their sales volumes. Their continued survival as mobile traders in the future appears to be linked to the degree to r^rhich road services

are able to penetrate into isolated markets traditionally

served only by water

transportation. Arrayed below the full-time store-boat trader are a number of
smaller-scale suppliers dealing in fresh produce, eharcoal, and liurited types

of consumer goods. These mobile traders handle lower value trade items, require
lower capitaLzation($20-$60), and operate over more limited trade areas. No firrn
figures are available to indicate the numbers of such full-time rnobile traders,
although they probably represent less than

20%

of all partieipants in local

riverine trade.
A second type of mobile trader occupying a lower leve1 in the trading

hierarchy is the periodic trader. Suppliers in this category tend to be active
periodically rather than year-round. This type of trader differs from Lhe fulltime trader in severaf respects; (1) trade occurs randomly during the year (z)
,

Plate- L2 - A mobile rstore-boatt trader moored
along Rangsit canal in Pathumthani

lures
Plate 13 - An advertisement for batteries
t
customers to this mobile store-boatt
at the Chaophraya Dam, Chai Nat.
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trading is combined with other occupations(e.g. wage labor),(3) capitalized
values of trade goods ranges between $15 and $20, and (4) rninimum demand
thresholds can be met within a trading range of 40 to 125 kilometers.

Goods

and produce typical of this type of rnobile trader include fresh produce, char-

coal, coconuts, nipa thatch, bamboo, and very lirnited types of consumer staples
(fish soy, condiments,cookware). Most periodic traders fol1ow established trading circuits which may include dispersed rural populations and selected

sma11

and lack of

market centers. However, the peri-odic character of their activities

regular supply sources create a significant amount of redundant travel. In contrast to many fu11-tirne traders who reported profit margins of 3-5%, periodic
traders often had profits of 15-207" after cost. The need to offset high operating
costs caused by irregularity
some

of supply sites and the variations in

demand

trade items may account for these higher profit margins. Rural

for

demand

for

various commodities may be rsaved-upt during periods when goods are unavailable
and thus encourage mobile periodic suppliers to charge higher prices when those
goods become available.
We now

turn to the final two types of mobile ri..rerine traders which

fill

out our typology. Although no precise statistics are available we estimate
that 'part-timer and tseasonalf riverine traders eomprise the majority of rnobile
traders on the inland waterways. Part-time traders are representative of those

who may be

active throughout the year, but never on a full-time basis day in

and

day out. The types of goods handled by this type of supplier include consumer

goods, charcoal, and prepared foods. In many instances the activities

of the part-

time trader are extensions of commercial enterprises conducted at fixed

shops

in local markets. That is, loca1 merchants using their fixed shops as a base will
undertake mobile retailing

by water on a part-time basis. Several factors

help to explain this pattern. The variability

of rural

demand throughout

may

the year

is influenced by seasenality in capital fl-ows, immobility of rural farm populations
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during harvesting and planting seasons, and periodlc needs .for credlt.

By

developing short daily trade routes of 15 to 40 kilometers the part-time

trader ean reach large segments of his immediate market which are less
mobile. Vendors of prepared foods also fall lnto this general category
for many of the

same

reasons. In several markets along

Damnoen Saduak and

Phasicharoen canals local coffee shops subsidize entire fleets of mobile

vendors and hawkers selling prepared food, noodles, and coffee to a less

mobile rural population. These trade staples are row in value, high in

actively handled by part-time traders in areas of high population density . Under these circumstances minirnum thresholds ean be
demand, and

reached in short distances and the spatial range of trad.ers is relatively

short. Part-time traders also include members of the rural farm population,
often

\^/omenr who

regularly vend home-grovm fresh produce in loca1 markets.

In general then, the part-time trader ls one who handles small volumes of
trade goods with high demand., but which are low in unit value and require
small threshold leve1s to sati-sfy basic profit requi-rements.
Our final category of seasonal trader is distinguished by the very

level of capitalization of trade goods( $2.00), abbreviated trade areas,
and distinct seasonal patterns in their activities. The vast majority of
1ow

individuals in this category

come

from the seasonally unemployed and underem-

ployed rural farm population and wage laboring class. Choices for the use of

their surplus labor during periods of slack on-farrn labor

demand

are often

highly limited and seasonal participation in local trading.provides a low-cost,
low-risk option for the use of their time. Since profit margins are generally
very low for this type of seasonal trader, minimum threshold requj-rements and
trade areas are also correspondingly low. Most typical of the activities of
seasonal traders are those associated with the hawking of prepared foods,
home grown

fresh produce, coffee, noodles, and sweets. Large seasonal swings
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in the numbers of active mobile riverine traders can be partly attributed to
the activities of this type of 1ocal trader.
The typology of rnobile ri-veri.ne traders we have outlined in the

preceeding pages is first

and foremost a tentative statement. We have noted

that these broad groups of traders can be defined in terms of a selected
number of demand' cost, and distanee variables. To this we have added the

periodicity of trade to lend a temporal dirnension to our typology. In general
higher capitali-zation costs, longer

demand

cycles and higher threshold levels.

for merchandise, and larger trading areas tend to be associated with the fulltime mobile trader. This type represents one end of a continuum based on the
periodicity of trade activities.

The opposing pole on this continuum is associ-

ated with low capitalization costs, short demand cycles, abbreviated trade areas,
low threshold levels for merchandise, and low opportunity costs. The seasonal

mobile riverine trader has been characterized by these factors. Arrayed between
these two poles are part-time and periodic mobile traders whose activities

are

in variations of these dernand, cost, and distance factors. The full
spectrum of mobile riverine traders is in one respect a microcosm of the strucembedded

ture and 1evel of development of the rural economy in central Thailand. Trade
is a method of articulation between supply and demand, producer and consumer,
urban and rural. merchant and farmer. rn a region where developrnent has proceeded

in a segmented and selective manner, existing torrns perform

some

of the trade

and supply functi-ons typical of centers in a developed landscape. However,

the effective reach of these suppliers in central Thailand is lirnited by distance,
1ow wage and income

structures, seasonality in consumer demand and purchasing

power' and the economic dominance of one large primate city- Bangkok. Mobile
riverine traders are therefore, able to function in areas beyond the limited

effective reach of fixed retail enterprises and where weaknesses in the economic
fabric of the region acts as incentives rather than disencentives to mobile
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riverine trade. As the frayed sectlons of this fabric begin to

mend through

structural change and economic growth, mobile riverine trade may increasingly
occupy a position of declining importance. Indeed, evidence has already indi-

cated that such changes are beginning to take place.
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V.

DYNAMICS OF LOCAL RIVERINE TMDE:

trrle

A

MODEL

have reserved for a concluding discussion some consid.eration of

the overall dynarnics of the process of mobile riverine trade in central
Thailand. Previous chapters have touched on the structure of the inland
wacerway network, various ecological and administrative constraints
on
nobility'

patterns of commodity flows seasonally and spatially, the economic framework within which trade is embedded, and the types of mobile

traders involved in the Process of riverine trade. Throughout these discussions a number of common elements have continually reappeared. These
recurrent elements form the basic functional parameters of the overall
process of riverine trade. l{hat remains therefoee, is to place these factors in a more unified framernrork. The purpose of this final chapter is
to set out in the form of a model, the structural and spatial dynarnics of
riverine trade. Like all raodels, however, ours is not unflawed. Sirnplicity
in defining the complexity of reality is both a strength and weakness of
our proposed structure. In abstracting such a highly complex system into
a few basic elements we inherently loose precision. Fine details and nuances
of the trade process are lost or suppressed. l{e make no effort here to
rectify these flaws since our model is presented as an exploratory rather
than definitive statement. However, we hope that this statement of the broad
structure of the riverine trade process will make its complexity clearer and
more valuable to those interested in this little
studied aspect of contemporary Thailand.
The rnodel

of riverine trade

dynamics

outlined here is a multi-dimen-

sional structure. It includes five dimensions corresponding to the major
parameters of the riverine trade process:(1) time, (2)
area,(3) volume,(4)

intensity, and (5) capital-credit flows. Each dimension must not be seen
in isolation from the others, but as one component of a set of complex inter-
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A MODIL OF RIVIRINE TRADi

DYNAMICS

PERIOD OF MAXIMUM CREDIT
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f*

-

rnaoe

nnen

I
VERTICAL DIMENSION INDICATES NUMBER OF ACTIVE TRADE PARTICIPANTS

Fi

g. l0

relationships. The temporaT(time) di-mension, measured in Figure 10 on the
longitudinal axis, represents the seasonality of the trade process. As we
noted already, variations in the composition and volume of trade flows,
changes in the number and types of active mobile traders, and mobility on
Lhe inland waterways are all subject to seasonal variations. The areal

dimension of the modeL(Trade Area) is primarily concerned with changes in

mobility and accessibility linked to fluctuations in water levels. There
are also j"ndireet ties between changes in the dimensions of, the potential
trade area and accessibility to supply poi-nts for

some

primary products,

and the temporal changes in locational concentrations of commodity flows.
Volume is represented in the model on the horizontal axis (VoLwne) as a
measure of the total amount of goods and produce which are moved by water

during any specific tine or period. The volume of trade flows vary with
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time and changes in commodity availability,

the plateau or plane on the

horizontal axis. The extremes in width of this volume plateau fluctuate
between the first and third quarters of the year. The number of active
parti-cipants in riverine trade (rntensity) is illustrated by the elevation
of the vertical axis above the horizontal. That is, the higher'the vertical dimension of the model rises, the larger the number of active mobile
traders. The slope of this vertical scale suggests the rate at which participation in trading activities rises or declines with time. Finally, we
include capital-credit flows as a surrogate index for general levels of
economic activity. rn the regional economic context of rural Thailand,
the
maximum

availabllity

of rural capital(.4ssets)

and

Cz,edit, ind.icated by the

shaded segments of the volume plateau, are considered to be sensitive
measures

of the periodicity of

demand and consumer purchasing power. The

overall

dynamics of the trade process can be noted by the magnitude
of these sep-

arate dj-mensions and their juxtapositi.on to one another in time. several
brief interpretative profiles of these dynamics as represenLed in the
model
help to elarify essential relationships in time and space.
The first quarter of the calendar year(Jan-March). represents period
a
of 1ow intensi-ty in mobile riverine trade activities. The vol-ume of commodity

may

flows during this quarter are the largest during the year and are dorninated.
by the input of bulk shipments of padi and maize following the annual harvest.
Local trade commodities comprise only a minor percentage of totar cornrnodity
flow volumes (Table 1) . Mobility as measured here by the size of the trade
area is restricted by seasonally low water levels in most rivers and canals.
Economic conditions also exert a significant influence
on trading activity
and consumer demand. The period of maximum rural capital availability

during

the year immediately follows the seasonal padi harvest. with rural farrn
capital at an annual peak there are few irnmed.iate incentives for participation
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in seasonal tradi-ng. Local riverine trade is dominated during this period
by the full-tirne and periodic trader dealing in relatively high value,
seasonal demand goods whose consumption is linked to available surplus

capital. Once the initial

capital surplus dwindles and a new produetion

cycle for rice approaches, 1ow opportunity costs

among

the rural labor

force exert stronger incentives for involvement 1n seasonal mobile trade.
Seaonal riverine traders increasingly represent a larger proporti-on of the

parti-cipant.s in mobile trade activities

rises

and the slope of trade intensity

The temporal, areal, volume, intensity,

and capi_tal dj-mensions of

our model can then be seen to define the general status of mobi-1e riverine

trade at this ti"me of the year.
The period of maximum trade intensity on the inland waterways occurs

during the third quarter(July-Sept) of the year. Trade areas have

expanded

substantially as seasonal rains increase river discharge rates and elevate
I4?ater

levels in the canal and river system. Participation in mobile riverine

trade rapidly approaches its annual peak as all types of traders become
active. The ranks of seasonal traders are swelled by the temporary shift of
some rural farm labor into mobile trade during the slack period of on-farm
labor

demand between

planting and harvesting. The aggregate volume of trade

flows are, however, relatively low with locally trade goods and produce
comprising a larger proportion of the tota1. Prepared food, charcoalrthatch,

vegetables, and coeonuts dominate the commodity flow pattern(Table 1). Credit

plays an important role in the type of trade goods handled duri-ng this period.
With the primary source of rural income frorn padi harvests stil1 unavailable

for saler consumers are more dependent upon credit to satisfy consumption
needs. Consumer goods, household staples, and prepared foods are major types

of rural consumer needs which are satisfied through sales on credit.
The integration and articulation

between ecological and cultural
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systems which is represented in this model of riverine trade dynamics

provides an imporEant perspecti-ve on understanding the complexity of

this regional landscape. Although sirnplifying the more complex relationships in this manner has obvious disadvantages, it does help to isolate
the essential structural elements of this trade and transport system.
It also serves to emphasize

some

of the irnmediate implications whieh

riverine trade and transport have for regional development and planning.
Prospect and Implications
The long range future of wat.er transportation and riverine trade

in central Thailand is clouded by many uncertainties. Questions of planning
priorities, availability of investment capital, rising fuel costs, and
the efficiency of the existing supply and distribution systems are but

a

few of the more ellusive factors which may control this future. Although

there is already clear evidence that

some

sectors of the riverine trade

and transport industry are suffering from lack of organi zatio1-, capital

investment, and competition from land transport it is unlikely that these
impacts will be felt equally at all levels. Tn many ways it is also impor-

tant if not imperative that this traditional system continue to exist

and

be more effectl-vely integrated into the overall trade and transport framework of the regi-on. The eontinued need for the more specialized

movements

of low value, high bulk agricultural produce and construction aggregates
can be most efficiently

handled by a better organized and funded \,nater

transport industry. Until such time as major structural and spatial changes
in the economic fabric of the country take place, many types of 1oca1 riverine trade can continue to meet the consumption needs of large segments of
the rural population in this region.
The most immediate and essential needs related to maintaining

a positive role for water transport involve several- areas. A significant
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improvement ln governmental lnvestment for organizational and operational
improvements in the system is a hl-gh priority.

These investments should

have an inmedi-ate impact on the long-haul movements of basic commodities.

A second priority

area should include greater integration of public

private sector activities

and

in water transport. The government currently

is responsible for only modest amounts of bulk conrnodity movement, but
could improve the efficiency of these activities

through more coordination

with the pri-vate sector. Thirdly, integrated transport planning and investment is essential. Too much capi-tal has been devoted to expanding land

transport systems which are directly competitive with water transport

and

create a redundancy in services and areal coverage. While this idea rnay
challenge the rfree-marketr concept of open competition, Thailand has
far to limited j-nvestment capital to expect the private sector to

meet

the developmental needs of the region. Greater integration in services
would also enabl-e those activities

in transport and supply which are

cost effective to be retained. At the local level this would

most

mean greater

reliance on local trade to meet basic rural consumption needs, especially
where alternative means of shipment are not available and their future development is not planned. However, if the loca1 system of supply and dis-

tribution is seen as a function of the level of economic development it
can be argued that ultimately it will be replaced as the regional space
economy becomes more

sophisticated. In the interim, judicious public

and

private planning could achieve a more effectiven low-cost, and flexible
framework for transport and trade. And, in the process minimize the inevit-

able human costs associated with the replacement of a traditional set of

distribution technologies . In the long run this may also insure a
equitable share of developrnental benefits to all.

more
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